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Abstract: A triple-resonance NMR pulse sequence termed HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH is proposed that provides
two types of3JHH coupling constants sharing the CR proton in amino acid spin systems. The experiment is of
the quantitativeJ correlation-type and takes advantage of the favorable relaxation properties of1Ha-13CR

multiple-quantum coherence as compared to schemes relying on antiphase magnetization. The problem of
signal overlap is considerably reduced by calculatingJ values from cross-peak-cross-peak intensity ratios
rather than referencing diagonal peaks. Application to flavodoxin fromDesulfoVibrio Vulgaris yields a total of
282 3JHR,Hâ and3JHN,HR coupling constants, normally determined in two separate experiments, to be used in
conjunction with heteronuclear couplings to derive angular constraints for the protein’s backbone and side
chains. While3JHR,Hâ coupling constants indicate some extent of conformational averaging not in accord with
fixed side chain torsion, excellent correlation of the experimental3JHN,HR values with X-ray derivedφ torsional
angles in flavodoxin is observed.

Introduction

In the analysis of biomolecular structure by NMR spectros-
copy,3JHN,HR and3JHR,Hâ are among those vicinal proton-proton
couplings in amino acid spin systems to deliver most valuable
information on torsion anglesφ andø1, respectively.1,2 Pairs of
3JHR,Hâ coupling constants are also critical to the stereospecific
resonance assignment of Câ-bound methylene protons. Direct
extraction of1H, 1H coupling constants from signal splittings
is impeded in 1D sections of spectra of biological macromol-
ecules as proton line widths usually exceed the size of theJ
couplings. Alternatively, they are obtained from two-dimensional
E.COSY3 or P.E.COSY4 spectra, the application of which is
usually restricted to comparatively low molecular weight
compounds because of limited sensitivity and spectral dispersion.
Multidimensional heteronuclear E.COSY-type experiments5

relying on15N and/or13C isotope-labeled recombinant proteins
proved particularly useful for the determination of both3JHN,HR

6,7

and 3JHR,Hâ
7,8 couplings as3J doublet components become

separated by exploiting large one-bond splittings in orthogonal
spectral dimensions, e.g. in HNCA-E.COSY (for3JHN,HR) or
HCCH-E.COSY (for3JHR,Hâ).

Based on the fact that protein backbone amide protons usually
possess a single homonuclear coupling partner,3JHN,HR coupling
constants are, however, more conveniently and often more

accurately measured in proton-nitrogen correlation spectra by
fitting 1H-15N correlation as subject toJ modulation in either
the frequency9 or the time10,11 domain, whereby line width
effects are taken into account. In a spin-echo difference
approach,J values have been derived from intensity ratios of
1H-15N cross-peaks in 2D spectra recorded with and without
decoupling ofR-protons.12

Eventually, homonuclear coupling constants are measured in
quantitative J correlation experiments employing “in-phase
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COSY” magnetization transfer to encode coupling magnitudes
in intensity ratios of cross and diagonal peaks.13 Examples
include HNHA11,14 and HACAHB-COSY15 pulse sequences
both of which emerged as standard methods in protein structure
determination and provide reliable values for3JHN,HR and3JHR,Hâ,
respectively.

As protein sizes become larger, the major drawback of both
these latter methods is the chance of overlap of reference
diagonal signals needed for properJ-coupling calculation. A
particular disadvantage of the HACAHB-COSY experiment is
the critical detection of HR magnetization requiring samples be
dissolved in D2O while lacking appropriate schemes to suppress
the otherwise intense residual solvent signal.

Here we propose a strategy first to simultaneously determine
both couplings3JHN,HR and3JHR,Hâ in a single experiment and
second to quantitateJ-coupling constants from intensity ratios
of cross-peak pairs avoiding the mentioned problem of diagonal
peak overlap. As HN magnetization is recorded during data
acquisition, the experiment must be carried out in fully
protonated solvent.

Experimental Section

All NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DMX-600
spectrometer equipped with a1H{13C,15N} triple-resonance
probe containing self-shieldedxyz-gradient coils. The temper-
ature was set at 27°C. The HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH experiment
acquired according to the pulse scheme of Figure 1 used a 1.4
mM sample of recombinant, uniformly13C/15N labeledDes-
ulfoVibrio Vulgaris flavodoxin dissolved in 10 mM potassium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 5% D2O. A total of 112

× 36 × 768 complex data points (t1, t2, t3) were recorded
corresponding to acquisition times of 19.1, 40.2, and 86.7 ms,
respectively. Spectral widths were 9.8 (F1, 1H), 14.7 (F2, 15N),
and 14.8 ppm (F3, 1H). Accumulation of 16 scans per FID
resulted in a measuring time of 69 h. Linear prediction was
applied to extend the time-domain data by 40% in the15N
dimension. Data in all three dimensions were multiplied with a
squared-cosine weighting function and zero-filled prior to
Fourier transformation to obtain digital resolutions of 5.7, 7.0,
and 4.3 Hz (F1, F2, F3).

Reference3JHN,HR coupling constants were measured with a
HNHA experiment employing the pulse sequence of ref 11 with
the final jump-and-return pulse pair replaced by a WATER-
GATE23 sequence. TheJ-evolution delay 2ê was adjusted to
17 ms. Data acquisition in the15N dimension was limited to 24
complex points (25.7 ms). Spectral parameters inF1 andF3 and
processing were identical with those used in the HA[HB,HN]-
(CACO)NH. The spectrum was recorded within 64 h using a 4
mM sample of15N-labeled flavodoxin.

Reference3JHR,Hâ coupling constants in flavodoxin were
obtained from HACAHB-COSY as well as HC(C)H-E.COSY
experiments applied to the13C/15N labeled sample in H2O. The
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Figure 1. Pulse scheme for the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH experiment. Narrow and wide pulses have flip angles of 90° and 180°, respectively, and
are applied with phasex unless specified. Proton pulses are applied at the water resonance (4.75 ppm) with an RF field strength of 30 kHz except
DIPSI-216 decoupling (γB2 ) 4.5 kHz) which is applied at the center of the amide region (8.5 ppm). The hatched bar denotes a spin-lock pulse with
a duration of 500µs. The carrier frequencies for pulses on carbonyl andR-carbons correspond to 176 and 58 ppm, respectively. The initial three
carbon pulses are applied with an RF field strength of 18 kHz whereas the widths of the remaining rectangular pulses are adjusted to minimize
excitation of the carbonyl region (τ90° ) 54.3µs,τ180° ) 48.6µs at 151 MHz13C). All carbonyl-selective pulses are shaped according to the center
lobe of a sin(x)/x function with a duration of 124µs. To avoid nonresonant effects onR-carbons, the first 180° 13C′ pulse is in addition cosine-
modulated such that it has two excitation maxima at(118 ppm from the center of the13CR region.17 Empirical adjustment of the phaseφ7 compensates
for zero-order phase shifts of13C′ magnetization induced by the 180° 13CR pulse in theη period. The shaped 180° pulse in the center of theú delay
is a 250µs G3 Gaussian cascade18 applied at 48 ppm using phase modulation.19 Decoupling during acquisition is achieved by GARP-120 modulation
using RF field strengths of 1 (13C′) and 0.75 kHz (15N). 15N chemical shifts evolve in a semiconstant-time manner,21 i.e., the presence of transverse
15N magnetization increases as a function oft2 from its initial valueTN ) 30.25 ms to the final length of the acquisition time (AT) according tot2a

) (TN - øt2)/4; t2b ) [(1 - ø)t2]/2; t2c ) (TN + øt2)/4; t2d ) [TN + (2 - ø)t2]/4, whereø ) TN/AT. Delays are∆ ) 15 ms;∆′ ) 19 ms;τ ) 3.5
ms; ú ) 26.4 ms;F ) (ú - ∆′ - τ)/2 ) 1.95 ms;F′ ) (ú - ∆′ + τ)/2 ) 5.45 ms;ε ) 4.6 ms;η ) 22 ms;κ ) 5.4 ms;δ ) 5 ms; andê ) 1.4
ms. Phase cycling isφ1 ) x,-x; φ2 ) 4(x), 4(-x); φ3 ) 8(x), 8(-x); φ4 ) 2(x), 2(-x); φ5 ) 2(x,-x), 2(y,-y); φ6 ) 8(x),8(-x); φ7 ) x + 51°; φ8

) x; φ9 ) y; φreceiver ) R, 2(-R), R with R ) x, 2(-x), x. Quadrature detection int1 is accomplished by alteringφ1 andφ2 in the States-TPPI22

manner. All gradients are sine-bell shaped and have durations of 1 ms (G1,2,3,4) or 0.5 ms (G5,6,7) with directions and approximate strengths at their
centerG1: x, 10 G/cm;G2: z, 12.5 G/cm;G3: y, 7.5 G/cm;G4: z, -39.4 G/cm;G5: x, 4 G/cm,y, 5.5 G/cm;G6: x, 5.5 G/cm,y, 4 G/cm;G7: z,
8 G/cm. N- and P-type signals are collected alternately by inverting the direction ofG4 along withφ9. Axial peaks are shifted to the edge of the
spectrum by incrementingφ8 and the receiver phase by 180° for each value oft2.
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HACAHB-COSY employed the pulse scheme of ref 15
supplemented with presaturation to suppress the water reso-
nance. The period 2δ for the de- and rephasing of proton-
proton couplings was set at 17 ms. Time domain data consisted
of 76 (13CR) × 66 (1H) × 256 (1HR) complex points, corre-
sponding to acquisition times of 19.2 (t1), 12.3 (t2), and 85.2
ms (t3). Co-addition of 16 scans for each FID required a
spectrometer time of 88 h. The three-dimensional HC(C)H-
E.COSY experiment was based on the pulse sequence in ref 8f
which includes a DEPT-type13C-1H coherence transfer. The
1H â-pulse had a flip angle of 30°. Acquisition times were 13.5
(t1), 14.1 (t2), and 87.0 ms (t3) in the HR, CR, and Hâ dimensions,
respectively. Sixteen scans per FID were recorded giving rise
to a net measurement time of 93 h.

The effect of passive spin flips on3JHN,HR coupling constants
measured with the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH method was as-
sessed by obtaining selective HN T1 relaxation times from the
exponential decay of HN auto-correlation peak intensities in a
series of 2D1H{15N}-HSQC-NOESY spectra as proposed by
Peng and Wagner.24 Within 43 h, a total of 16 spectra were
recorded using the15N-labeled protein sample in an interleaved
manner with NOE mixing periods ranging from 10 to 310 ms.

Results and Discussion

The pulse sequence shown in Figure 1 basically consists of
an1H,1H in-phase COSY element15 incorporated in the H(CA-
CO)NH25 triple-resonance sequence. In the novel scheme, unlike
previous quantitativeJ correlation experiments, magnetization
starts out from the central spin (HR) of a linear proton-coupling
network and fans out into two directions. During the initial∆
period HR antiphase magnetization builds up with respect to
the directly bonded carbon and both scalar coupled protons Hâ

and HN. Following the 90° (φ2) pulse, both cross-peak (1Hâ,
1HN) and auto peak (1HR) chemical shifts evolve int1. The
subsequent pair of1H/13C 90° pulses creates1HR-13CR multiple-
quantum coherence. To take advantage of its favorable relaxation
properties compared to either1HR or 13CR single-quantum
coherences15,26 proton antiphase magnetization with respect to
its homonuclear coupling partners refocuses during a period∆′
while carbon antiphase magnetization simultaneously builds up
with respect to13C′. To account for the faster transverse
relaxation of HR single-quantum coherence the dephasing period
∆ is shorter than the rephasing period∆’. Delay ∆’ can be
prolonged with no effect on the overall duration of the pulse
sequence as it readily fits the fixedú delay, adjusted to
(1JCR,Câ)-1 to remove effects of passive CR-Câ couplings on
the signal amplitude. A short proton purge pulse followed by a
pulsed-field gradient destroys residual1H magnetization com-
ponents. Following a relay step via peptidyl carbonyl nuclei,
the final reverse INEPT sequence, a combination of the
sensitivity enhancement scheme27 and gradient coherence selec-
tion,28 transfers magnetization from the nitrogen to the amide
proton of the subsequent residue, where it is readily detected.

The novel pulse sequence, referred to as HA[HB,HN]-
(CACO)NH, has been applied to oxidizedDesulfoVibrio Vulgaris
flavodoxin, a bacterial redox protein consisting of 147 amino
acid residues and a flavin-mononucleotide cofactor. Figure 2
shows slices from the resulting 3D spectrum each containing
one auto peak at theω1(HR) position and up to three cross-
peaks (atω1(HN) or ω1(Hâ)) depending on the amino acid type
and the size of the homonuclear couplings. Vicinal coupling
constants are calculated from the amplitude ratio of cross (IC)
and auto peaks (IA)

approximated by

with an error of typically less than 1% for couplings between
2 and 12 Hz with∆ ) 15 ms and∆′ ) 19 ms. Amide cross-
peak intensities are affected by the D2O content of the sample,
requiring raw3JHN,HR values be corrected. Here, all1HN (F1)
cross-peak intensities were divided by 0.95, for simplicity
assuming the D/H exchange to be uniform and at equilibrium.
Note that auto peaks and Hâ cross-peaks can still be detected
for amino acids where the amide proton has been exchanged
for a deuteron because the magnetization is finally transferred
to the amide of the subsequent residue.

For the 129 nonglycine residues of flavodoxin, 1193JHN,HR
and 1633JHR,Hâ coupling constants ranging from 2.0 to 9.9 Hz
and 2.5 to 11.3 Hz, respectively, were obtained, and in 19 further
instances an upper limit forJ could be derived from the absence
of cross-peaks. In contrast, only 1003JHN,HR values were
measured in the HNHA spectrum and 83 and 1383JHR,Hâ
coupling constants resulted from the evaluation of HACAHB-
COSY and HC(C)H-E.COSY spectra, respectively. The lower
efficiency of the latter experiments can be mainly attributed to
increased spectral overlap. For the purpose of comparison, the
same flavodoxin sample dissolved in 95% H2O has been used
in the reference HACAHB-COSY, normally requiring a13C-
labeled sample in D2O to cope with interference from the strong
residual water signal.

As shown in Figure 3A, apparent3JHN,HR coupling constants
from both HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH and HNHA spectra agree
reasonably, the largest deviation being 1.7 Hz. Linear regression
delivered slope and intercept of 1.00 and 0.32 Hz, pointing out
that J values from HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH are slightly but
systematically larger than those determined with the reference
HNHA experiment. Conclusions about the relative precision of
these experiments cannot be drawn, as the scatter results from
imprecision in both experiments. It should be noted that different
protein samples,13C,15N doubly labeled and15N singly labeled,
were used for acquisition of the former and latter spectrum,
respectively. Both experiments underestimate the true couplings
primarily because of proton spin flips occurring during the de-
and rephasing periods (∆ and ∆′). Provided that selective
longitudinal1H relaxation times are known, this effect can be
accounted for.11,12,14

Figure 4A shows the experimental3JHN,HR values, corrected
using experimentalT1sel times, plotted against high-resolution
flavodoxin X-ray30 and NMR31 derived φ angles. 3JHN,HR
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coupling constants derived from HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH agreed
within 0.91 Hz (rmsd) with predictions based on the flavodoxin
crystal structure30 (1.9 Å resolution) and ubiquitin-derived
Karplus parameters by Hu and Bax.32 When referencing recent
“solution” φ angles of flavodoxin, self-consistently determined

on the exclusive basis of all six associated homonuclear and
heteronuclear vicinal coupling constants,31 the root-mean-square
deviation dropped at 0.74 Hz, mainly as a result of using the
same protein sample as of the present study.

3JHR,Hâ coupling constants from HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH
agree well with values from HACAHB-COSY (Figure 3B), the
empirical correlation having slope and intercept of 0.965 and
0.21 Hz, respectively, with a maximum deviation between the
two data sets of 1.2 Hz. Coupling constants measured in HA-

(30) Watt, W.; Tulinsky, A.; Swenson, R. P.; Watenpaugh, K. D.J. Mol.
Biol. 1991, 218, 195-208.

(31) Schmidt, J. M.; Blu¨mel, M.; Löhr, F.; Rüterjans, H.J. Biomol. NMR
1999, 14, 1-12.

(32) Hu, S.-J.; Bax, A.J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1997, 119, 6360-6368.

Figure 2. Strips from F1/F3 slices of a 3D HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH spectrum of13C/15N labeled flavodoxin taken at the15N (F2) chemical shifts
and centered at the1HN (F3) chemical shifts of the amino acids sequentially following the residues indicated at the top. The width of the strips along
F3 is 0.3 ppm. Positive and negative intensities are represented by solid and dashed contours, respectively, drawn on an exponential scale with a
factor of 21/2. Labels N,R, â indicate HN, HR, and Hâ resonance assignments, respectively. Superscripts u and d denote upfield and downfield
â-proton resonances, respectively. Below each panel,3J values are given in hertz as calculated from the HN/HR or Hâ/HR peak intensity ratios
without correction for passive spin flips but accounting for the D2O content of the solvent. In the case of the alanine3JHR,Hâ coupling constant the
â (methyl) cross-peak intensity was divided by three.

Figure 3. Comparison of3JHN,HR (panel A) and3JHR,Hâ (panel B) coupling constants in flavodoxin as determined from the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH
spectrum with reference values from HNHA and HACAHB-COSY experiments, respectively. Corrections for differential relaxation effects29 were
disregarded in all evaluations. The dashed line indicates the linear regression of coupling constants from the two respective sources with the(σ
boundaries represented by dotted lines. Coupling constants are calculated directly from cross/auto peak intensity ratios.
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[HB,HN](CACO)NH were also compared with another data set
acquired using the HC(C)H-E.COSY pulse sequence8f (data not
shown). However, both data sets correlate with unconvincing
slope and intercept of 0.69 and 2.78 Hz, respectively, reiterating
that HCCH-E.COSY-type experiments very likely suffer from
unwanted perturbation of passive spin states.33 It is known33

that, especially if couplings are small, HC(C)H-E.COSY
severely understimates the true values and requires extensive
amendments be made using programs not available to us. Unlike
3JHN,HR values,3JHR,Hâ values from HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH
were not corrected for proton spin-flip effects, because experi-
mental1Hâ T1sel times were not available.

Rapid methyl-group rotation about the CR-Câ bond in alanine
residues gives rise to dynamically averaged3JHR,Hâ coupling
constants. For the 17 alanine residues in flavodoxin, the mean
3JHR,Hâ as determined from the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH experi-
ment was 5.9( 0.2 Hz, which agrees with data obtained for
calmodulin (5.6-6.2 Hz) using the HACAHB-COSY.15 How-
ever, commonly used Karplus parameters35 suggest a higher
value of 6.6 Hz. The experimental variation indicated above is
considered the minimum random uncertainty of3JHR,Hâ coupling
constants measured in this study because of the high signal-to-
noise ratio of the CâH3 cross-peaks.

The 3JHR,Hâ coupling constants measured in flavodoxin for
residues other than alanine are plotted against the side chain
conformations in the X-ray structure (Figure 4B) most of which
adopt one of the three low-energy staggered rotamers. A wide
distribution ofJ values is observed for gauche as well as for
trans orientations of the substituents. However, conclusions on
the accuracy of theJ coupling constants obtained with the HA-

[HB,HN](CACO)NH experiment must not be drawn as the
critical assumption that the protein structures in solution and
solid state are identical might not prevail. Such differences are
generally more likely to occur in amino acid side chains than
in the main chain. Accounting for differential relaxation effects
cannot affect the scatter either, as the group ofJ values would
only be systematically shifted to larger numbers. Stereospecific
assignments, which cannot be confirmed on the basis of the
X-ray structure alone, are critical as well. However, NOE
measurements on flavodoxin in conjunction with the present3J
data allow for unambiguous assignments. A considerable
fraction of the experimental values encountered in the NMR
study tends to intermediate values hinting at side chain
conformational mobility causing dynamic averaging ofJ
values.36

As the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH experiment disperses auto
peaks by three different resonance frequencies (1HR, 15N, 1HN),
spectral overlap in the determination ofJ values is of minor
concern. This contrasts with HNHA as well as HACAHB-COSY
spectra, in which reference intensities are to be taken from
diagonal peaks [1HN, 15N, 1HN] and [1HR, 13CR, 1HR], respec-
tively. In addition, the resolution in the15N dimension is
improved owing to the semiconstant-time21 t2 period, whereas
in the HNHA experiment15N chemical shift and3JHN,HR evolve
simultaneously, compromising resolution by comparatively short
HN de- and rephasing periods to limit the effect of HR spin flips.
Compared with HACAHB-COSY, separation of methylene1Hâ

signals is improved in HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH spectra because
the t1 acquisition time is not limited by the passive1JCR,Câ
interaction. It should be noted, however, thatt1 has to be much
shorter than the inverse of the homonuclear couplings involving
amide,R, andâ protons to avoid significant differences in line

(33) (a) Zimmer, D. P.; Marino, J. P.; Griesinger, C.Magn. Reson. Chem.
1996, 34, S177-S186. (b) Carlomagno, T.; Schwalbe, H.; Rexroth, A.;
Sørensen, O. W.; Griesinger, C.J. Magn. Reson.1998, 135, 216-226.

(34) Löhr, F.; Pérez, C.; Schmidt, J. M.; Ru¨terjans, H.Bull. Magn. Reson.
1999, 20, 9-14.

(35) DeMarco, A.; Llinás, M.; Wüthrich, K.Biopolymers1978, 17, 617-
636.

(36) (a) Jardetzky, O.Biochim. Biophys. Acta1980, 621, 227-232. (b)
Hoch, J. C.; Dobson, C. M.; Karplus, M.Biochemistry1985, 24, 3831-
3841. (c) Brüschweiler, R.; Case, D. A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1994, 116,
11199-11200.

Figure 4. Correlation of coupling constants determined by the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH method with dihedral angles in flavodoxin. In panel A
3JHN,HR values, corrected for1HN spin flips occurring during theJ-evolution delays, are plotted versusφ angles in the crystal structure30 (filled
symbols) and “solution”φ angles as derived from up to six related vicinal coupling constants per residue31 (open symbols). The solid and dashed
Karplus curves1 are represented by3JHN,HR ) 7.09 cos2(φ - 60°) - 1.42 cos(φ - 60°) + 1.55 Hz32 and3JHN,HR ) 7.90 cos2(φ - 60°) - 1.05 cos(φ
- 60°) + 0.65 Hz,31 respectively. Current3J data from HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH seem to agree better with the Karplus curve by Hu and Bax32 in
the range ofφ between-100° and-120°, whereas forφ ≈ -60° they seem to agree better with our recent Karplus parametrization.31 The apparent
yet negligible collective deviation was tracked down to two facts, first, that independent3JHN,HR coupling constants fromJ-modulated ct-HMQC11

have been used for deriving the NMR-based (dashed) Karplus curve, and second, that backbone torsions of X-ray and NMR structures exhibit slight
but genuine differences. Panel B shows the results for the side chain-conformation related3JHR,Hâ coupling constants. The H-CR-Câ-H dihedral
anglesθ were calculated from the crystallographicø1 angles of flavodoxin30 assuming perfect tetrahedral geometry at the CR and Câ sites. Where
necessary, stereospecific assignments ofâ-protons were derived from intraresidual NOE intensities and heteronuclear3J coupling information
published elsewhere.34 The solid Karplus curve is given by3JHR,Hâ ) 9.5 cos2 θ - 1.6 cosθ + 1.8 Hz,35 while dashed lines show the torsion angle
dependence ofJ values for various extents ofø1 conformational mobility with Gaussian distributions of(σ as indicated.
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shapes which would lead to erroneous coupling constants when
relying on cross-peak and auto peak heights rather than on
integrated signal intensities.

Shortcomings of the HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH sequence are
inherent to its magnetization transfer pathway preventing3J data
for the C-terminal amino acid and for residues preceding prolines
from being obtained. In comparison with HNHA and, if applied
to a protein sample dissolved in D2O, HACAHB-COSY
experiments, both of which employ a unidirectional in-phase
COSY magnetization transfer to a single spin neighbor, the
simultaneous dephasing ofR-proton magnetization with respect
to two adjacent homonuclear spins in a linear coupling network
inevitably leads to reduced diagonal and cross-peak intensities
in HA[HB,HN](CACO)NH spectra. Given the chosen de- and
rephasing delays and amino acid coupling constants of3JHN,HR
) 9 Hz, 3JHR,Hâ2 ) 11 Hz, and3JHR,Hâ3 ) 4 Hz, the signal-to-
noise ratio typically decreases at 66% and 78% for the
determination ofJHN,HR andJHR,Hâ, respectively. On the other
hand, the feature of simultaneous evolution of both correlations
allows the measurement of different coupling types in a single
rather than two experiments, thus producing a gain in measuring
time and making sample handling more convenient.

Concluding Remarks

A pulse sequence has been presented for measuring two types
of scalar coupling constants relevant to restraining of bothφ-

and ø1-torsion angles in protein-structure calculations. The
accuracy could be assessed by comparison with established
methods and in the case of3JHN,HR by correlation with
independently determinedφ angles via the Karplus relation.
Compared to previously published versions of quantitative
homonuclearJ correlation experiments an inherently higher
resolution is achieved, although at a reduced signal-to-noise ratio
due to the larger number of coherence transfer steps. For a 16-
kDa protein dissolved in water at moderate concentration, the
number of signals evaluated, in particular those relevant to
3JHR,Hâ coupling constants, was larger than with any other
method.
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